
Issues & Debates for AS content

*disclaimer these are just possible ideas, there are still others*

Social Influence: 
Types & Explanations – If you use an evaluation on Asch to support NSI it opens the possibility to 
criticism Asch.

Asch: Beta bias & Androcentric – he only used males, cultural bias & ethnocentric – only used 
americans = both these decrease external validity.
Reductionist – reduced NSI into a experimental setting which made it artificial and we know there’s
an interaction with ISI & NSI so this would decrease the internal validity.

Zimbardo: Strength: holistic – Zimbardo studied conformity in a realistic setting focusing on exter-
nal influences from the environment i.e. prison and uniform.
Beta bias & androcentric: only used 8 males an assumes the same applies to women, you can 
bring in limited sample size which will effect generalisation.

Milgram: Beta bias & Androcentric – he only used males, cultural bias & ethnocentric – only used 
americans = both these decrease external validity.
Reductionist: His variations showed the importance of external influences such as uniform but he 
ignored these in his original study so decreases internal validity.

Situation variables: holistic – Milgram studied obedience in a realistic setting focusing on external 
influences from the environment i.e. uniform, proximity and location and showed how the effect the 
results.

Socio-psychological: legitimacy of authority: universality –can be used to explain many historical 
examples of war and conflict.

Dispositional: cultural bias & ethnocentric – only used white, middle class americans = decreases 
external validity.

Resistance to social influence: LOC: social sensitive – implies externals are easily manipulated 
and can be made to comply to orders which would abuse their human rights.

Minority Influence: Reductionist – Moscovici et al’s study studies minority influence using green 
slides, minority influence is more than green slides. The minority focus on issues such as smoking 
etc. Hence the study was artificial which decreases the internal validity.
Gender bias: he only used females, the study was done in 1969 in America and Neto argued that 
women were more conformist at the time = decreases internal and temporal validity

Social Change ethical implication: implication in business to help market. Zimbardo – gradual com-
mitment could be used to manipulate people.



Memory 

Coding, capacity, duration: reductionism – all studies were done in experimental setting hence they have low 
external validity (except Bahrick)

Multi-store model: machine reductionism: implies we process information like the theoretical and computer 
model yet we know that anxiety effects EWT
Idiographic: focus on case studies has given useful insight and lead to the development of theories yet case 
studies do lack generisalisation

Types of LTM: Idiographic: focus on case studies has given useful insight and lead to the development of 
theories yet case studies do lack generisalisation
Economical implication: real-life application Belleville, could potential increase the efficiency of older work-
ers who cannot cope with work due to cognitive impairment

Working memory: model Idiographic: focus on clinical studies has given useful insight and lead to the devel-
opment of theories yet case studies do lack generisalisation
Economical implication: possible treatment to those who suffer damage to STM which could help elders?

Interference theory: reductionism – all studies were done in experimental setting hence they have low exter-
nal validity

Retrieval failure theory: Context-dependent: possible real-life application and implications into schools to 
increase grade results and increase learning
Sociallysensitive: linking to the school point it could make schools develop into a more strict institute and 
force people to learn, or suggest the all schools have been teaching wrong which would effect the economy

Misleading information: socially sensitivity: could imply that victims are incapable of accurate recall
Economical implication: implies police has been wrong with standard interviews which is costing lives due to 
their inadequacy

Anxiety: biological reductionism: implies that anxiety will effect our recall, however both studies had ethical 
issues which would effect the anxiety so decreases internal validity

Cognitive interview: practical implication to police interview and can be used improve recall which could 
help solve crimes



Attachment

Care-giver interactions: you could talk about biological reductionism linking to how women are biological 
predisposed to primary attachment

Schaffer & Emerson: cultural bias & ethnocentric – only used Glasgow babies from skilled-working class 
families = decreases external validity.

Animal studies: reductionist: implying attachment is simply contact and imprinting and ignoring other fac-
tors such as reciprocity.

Learning theory: reductionism & emphasis on nurture: suggest attachment is learnt through stimulus re-
sponse .

Bowbly’s theory: nurture over nature: excludes temperament (genetic influence).

Strange Situation: cultural bias & ethnocentric – imposed etic, socially sensitive implies the any other rearing 
style is bad e.g. like german mothers.

Cultural variations: cultural bias & ethnocentric – imposed etic, nurture over nature: excludes temperament 
(genetic influence).

Maternal Deprivation: socially sensitive: studying delinquents, could reinforce negative stereotypes about 
criminal life and poor childhood.

Romanian Orphans: socially sensitive: studying orphans, could reinforce negative stereotypes their inability 
to form normal attachment which can lead to self-fulfilling prophecy.

Influence of early attachment on later relationships: : socially sensitive: implies trauma will lead to the inabil-
ity to form normal attachment and struggle in future which can lead to self-fulfilling prophecy



Psychopathology

Definitions of abnormality

Statistical infrequency: socially sensitive - link to the idea of labelling those who are infrequent as abnormal 
can reinforce stereotypes like they are disabled which can lead to self-fulfilling prophecy and we know not all 
abnormal behaviours are abnormal.

Deviation from social norms: lacks universality since it is culturally relative which makes it harder to define 
abnormalities e.g. in some places hearing voices is normal.
Socially sensitive – can lead to abuse of human rights to control minorities by making radical claims about 
them to create stereotypes for political gains.

Failure to function: idiographic & holistic – this is a strength as you can link it to considering patients per-
spective which is important in diagnosis.

Ideal mental health: lacks universality since it is culturally relative which makes it harder to define abnormali-
ties
Socially sensitive: sets a standard for what is normal which could lead to oppressing maladaptive behaviours 
using this criteria to justify your hate 

Phobias: N/A

Depression: N/A

OCD: N/A

Behavioural explanation to phobias: reductionist: explains phobias as stimulus response and ignores evolu-
tionary factors e.g. some people are scared of snakes but have never seen a snake. It is also reductionist since 
it ignores the cognitive side of phobias e.g. cognitive distortions.

Behavioural treatment to phobias: practical application to help treat phobias which will help the economy 
since less workers are off work so the economy gains and NHS doesn’t have to pay for treatment. 

Cognitive explanation to depression: psychic determinism – suggests that the unconscious is in control which 
leads to negative schemas etc.

Cognitive treatment to depression: reductionist - ignores environmental influences which could have brought 
the depression. Also ignores biological factors since the use of drugs suggests there is a biological mechanism.

Biological explanation to OCD: nature-nurture – cannot separate the two hence twin studies are flawed.
Biological reductionism: we know there are cognitive characteristics which have been excluded, this can be 
linked with the co-morbidity of OCD with depression which suggests a cognitive element.

Biological treatment to OCD: Biological reductionism: over-emphasis and drugs when it is possible to use 
CBT as a treatment.


